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Love this program.
Has helped me make some wonderful animations for games.
Sometimes I struggle with it a little bit,
I wish the user interface was a little more intuitive...
Solid buy.. Definetly didnt enjoy what i played of the game. combat was bad. so much waiting on platforms it hurt.. The
standard-bearer for wave shooters currently on the Vive. It builds really nicely on the infamous demo and has enough depth to
keep things interesting. The story, albeit largely irrelevant, is interesting enough to string the various scenes together.

Still some of the best gunplay to be had on the Vive IMO.

Performance wise it's fairly taxing on the system but it does also look next level.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTBabj04ByU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E400eLQtLEs
. Nice idea but gets boring in about 10 minutes. Not worth your time even as a free game.. Epic space adventure! tower defence
combined with arcade action, like a tactical super crate box. Give it a try! well worth the investment!. I'll admit this one's a bit
of a challenge to drive, but you'll get used to it after some practice in Quick Drive. People gripe about the chuffing sounds. Me:
it passes well enough for me. People complain about the lamps. Me: nowhere was it ever said in the advertisements or the
manual that you could change the lamps. Also this is an old model with a facelift, before someone thought about making
changeable lamps. If it's not advertised, why be disappointed?
Personally I think I can find some use for this, especially the double-chimney version for services on the S&D.
Does it have flaws? Yes. What dlc doesn't? Can it be enjoyable? Well, it is what you make of it.. Game is actually kind of hard
as level increases. Only pet peeve is that we can't get it to work when not connected to WIFI or at least thats what we think the
problem is. It will allow you to go to level select but will not start the game. Did anyone else run into this issue?
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Nice dlc but I can't figure out how to activate it ;( someone help!. It's a very small text-based strategy game where you have to
survive 50 turns as a township in a cruel morbidly eclectic fantasy world against constant random attacks from some
unmotivated anonymous foes. You do it through budget planning - building and hiring workers & fighters, also you choose faith
recieving divine bonuses for faith currency. The battles get resolved automatically in a plain field before your eyes - so when the
stupid AI can't organize units' movement effectively & loose troops just because of poor pathfinding you only can clutch your
teeth tighter. The art is rather bland in this one except the presentation screens, the music's quite repetative, an ok'ish mobile
game.. Lots of fun, great addition to the Atelier series. If you've already played an Atelier game and liked it, there's really
nothing more you need to know: Yes, you'll like this one. If you're new to the series, it's a JRPG series focused less on
INTENSE DRAMA BLOOD RAGE SEX GRRR and more on people fulfilling their dreams, using alchemy which in these
games is basically god-tier creation magic! It's got your JRPG core battle elements, but the focus is on gathering ingredients,
making explosives, blowing everything to♥♥♥♥♥♥and getting even better materials and making even better explosives until
eventually you force even the gods to kneel before your... strangely peaceful and timid demigod teenage girl protagonist.
Seriously, if there's one thing that makes me giggle every time about Atelier games it's that in the end-game you acquire so
much power, blowing dragons away willy nilly for materials, and the world just... carries on. Since they release in very-loosely-
related trilogies you actually meet the old protagonists as they continue their adventures, and just... that moment of
"ohhhh♥♥♥♥♥♥I know what I did in that game I know what they can do" is really magical.. Initially released in 2011 for
Xbox 360 and then ported to PC (Steam) in 2015, Eschatos is a modern vertical shoot'em up that is a spiritual sequence of the
classic Judgement Silversword but with much more modern production values. The gameplay and control scheme is very similar
to its predecessor: you have two types of weapons, being one more concentrated and long-range and other more spread shot, but
short-range as well as the shield. Both the weapons and the shield are activated by pressing buttons on the controller. The
gameplay offers good challenge and it's fun. The graphics are ok, but the great highlight of this game in my opinion is the great
soundtrack beautifully crafted and pleasant to hear, making this game a truly immersive experience. Eschatos is therefore more
a good shmup born in the harvest of the seventh generation of consoles. To see me playing this game, please check the videos
below:

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=716512949
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=716512944. Ah Haegemonia... I have a very well used disc for this in
my desk and just had to buy it when I saw it on steam.

Short version: It's easily worth double the current £4 price. There is a good story, music and generally a very enjoyable game
here with at least 10+ hours of gameplay. You play a commander either for Earth or Mars, who has to bring a system wide civil
war to a close, then the majority of the game is about advancing humanity into deep space. The exploration and research feels
rich and it has some good atmosphere. It's dated, but worthwhile.

Long Version!

Pros:
- Clean, effective user interface.
- Great music that adds mystery, atmosphere and the battle music is great.
- An excellent research system where what you spend points on carries over between levels and throughout the entire game. It's
really a joy to unlock things, and levels where you get a lot to spend feel awesome.
- The system for building up colonies is very intuitive, and another area where the well designed UI comes through for you.
- The story is good. There are challenges and twists as you try to secure humanity's place among the stars.
- It's somehow still rather pretty.

Cons:
- By today's standards, the graphics are a little simple. But you can look past that because they hold up well.
- The character animations when they talk to you are a bit too mannequin like.
- The unit types are a little too simplistic. Generally you'll want to build the largest 1-2 ship classes you can and ignore the
earlier ones later on. Doesn't have a rock/paper/scissors mechanic to keep things viable like modern games. The weapon techs
and research do tend to make up for this a bit however.

Go buy it.

Do eet.
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Nao.. I am so torn over how to rate this game. Because it's only $2, I'm going to give it a thumbs up. But just barely.

On the one hand, this is really a great little fairy tale VR game. I loved it. It's truly magical.

On the other hand, nothing on the Steam pages prepares you for the fact that you just paid for "part 1" and that the ending is...
bad... confusing... a cliffhanger? I'm not even sure. I don't even understand how it connects to the rest of the game entirely.

Also, there is a nasty bug that resets your score to a lower number even if you got everything. I was at 94% before the
conclusion, then (afraid I missed something) went back and made sure I got all the paintings. Doing this dropped my score to
79%. Turns out the ending itself is the last 6%. So I had completed everything but failed to score it.

I also found it annoying that , when replaying, you can't skip past the vocals.

It's probably worth $2 however to see such an interesting take on how to use VR to produce a magical tale. But I hope the
creators make the ending more meaningful and fix the problems I mentioned.
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